
 
 

 

2018 Pharmacy Conference 

Our annual Pharmacy Law Conference (#CRSPharmaConf) will take place on 15 

March 2018 at the Wellcome Collection, close to London Euston and London 

Kings Cross/St Pancras stations. After the conference, you will have an opportunity 

to visit the renowned Wellcome Museum.  

We will cover the following topics:  

 Regulatory and Market Entry Update 

 50 Shades of Delay 

 General Data Protection Regulations 

 The Decriminalisation of Dispensing Errors 

At the time of going to press, a few places are still available. Email 

events@crsblaw.com for more information. 

Congratulations! 

Susan Hunneyball has been appointed as a lay member of the Commission on 

Human Medicines Pharmacovigilance Expert Advisory Group. 

Market Entry Cases 

Our recent market entry cases include; 

 Successfully opposing an unforeseen benefits application by M K Pharma 

Limited in Tangmere, Kent. 

 Successful application for a no significant change relocation following an oral 

hearing for premises in Aldershot. 

 Successfully opposing an unforeseen benefits application by Dudley Taylor 

Pharmacies Limited in Braich, Solihull, Birmingham.  

We have seen a significant increase over the last month in people contacting us 

about putting in new contract applications, suggesting a busy 2018 in terms of 

pharmacy applications. 

The Family Health Services Appeal Unit – part of the re-named NHS Resolution – 

has a user group for pharmacy appeals, and Noel Wardle has joined the user 

group, replacing David Reissner, so we can offer the benefit of our experience of 

acting for both applicants and objectors. 

Manslaughter by Healthcare Professionals 

Doctors are up in arms about the conviction for manslaughter of Dr Bawa-Garba, 

who treated a seriously ill 6-year-old boy in hospital in 2011. Dr Bawa-Garba was 

convicted and given a suspended prison sentence. The Medical Practitioner 

Tribunal Service imposed a 12-month suspension and the General 

Medical Council appealed against this. At the end of January, the High Court 

upheld the appeal, saying that in order to convict, the jury in the manslaughter trial 

must have found negligence that was truly exceptionally bad. Mr Justice Ouseley 

held that a suspension from practice did not respect the jury’s verdict, and replaced 

suspension with erasure from the register. He insisted that this did not mean that 

every time a healthcare professional was convicted of manslaughter they must be 
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struck off, but it is hard to envisage any circumstances in which striking off would 

be avoided.  

Following the outcry in the medical profession, the Secretary of State for Health 

and Social Care announced in the House of Commons - less than two weeks after 

the High Court decision - that he has asked Professor Sir Norman Williams to 

"conduct a rapid review into the application of gross negligence manslaughter in 

healthcare". It seems a marked contrast to the time it has taken the Department of 

Health to decriminalise dispensing errors after the conviction of Elizabeth Lee. 

On the same day as Mr Hunt's announcement of a review, the General 

Pharmaceutical Council issued a statement saying that it will "actively engage with 

the rapid review". The focus of the GPhC's statement appears to be on pharmacy 

owners promoting a culture of openness, honesty and learning when things go 

wrong. This is to be seen within the proposals for revalidation. 

The GPhC says it only takes forward the most serious cases, and a single 

dispensing error would only be taken forward if there are significant other 

aggravating factors. This does not seem to take matters any further, because the 

GPhC would inevitably regard a single fatal dispensing error resulting in a 

manslaughter conviction as one in which fitness to practise proceedings would be 

taken. 

Decriminalisation of dispensing errors draws nearer 

Following Parliamentary approval in December, the Order giving effect to statutory 

defences to prosecutions for dispensing errors under section 64 of the Medicines 

Act was approved by the Privy Council on 8 February. After 8 March, the 

Government can make a commencement order and specify a date when the new 

statutory defences will come into force. The earliest date will be April 2018.  

New GPhC Threshold Criteria for Fitness to Practise Cases 

Following a consultation, the GPhC has now published new threshold criteria 

which apply to all decisions whether to refer a case to its Investigating 

Committee. The new criteria are available on the GPhC's website. 

The GPhC says "the new criteria will help make sure that a proportionate, fair and 

consistent approach is taken when making decisions once our investigation 

concludes”. 

It’s a Deal 

Our Pharmacy Transaction team had a busy 2017 handling 28 transactions with a 

combined value exceeding £65m. 

Transactions recently concluded include:- 

 Sale of Essex based Dexapharm Ltd to ESOM’s Ltd (brokered by Modi Plus)  

 Sale of London based Herbert Pharmacy Ltd to Stromleys Ltd (brokered by 

Hutchings Consultants) 

Buying and Selling 

Our understanding of pharmacy 
businesses enables us to offer a 
competitively priced, added value, 
full service for clients both large and 
small and whether buying or selling 
companies, pharmacy partnerships 
or sole trader businesses.  We can 
offer a one-stop service by bringing 
in valuation and other expertise – for 
further details click here. Contact 
Tim Jenkins on 01483 252529 or 
email tim.jenkins@crsblaw.com  
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 Acting for funds managed by Puma Investments on VCT investment funding 

and consolidation of 6 pharmacies. 

 Sale of Lancashire based Johns (Chemists) Ltd to C&S Pharmacy Ltd (sale 

brokered by Hutchings Consultants)  

 Purchase of Ipswich based Brightwell Healthcare Ltd by Pharmacy First Ltd 

(brokered by Christie & Co)  

 Sale of Kent based Health Care Ltd to Pharma Holdings Ltd (brokered by 

Hutchings Consultants) 

 Sale of 2 Grimsby based pharmacies by Administrators of EA Broadburn 

(Chemists) Ltd to Day Lewis plc (brokered by Christie & Co) 

Editor’s Note 

After nearly 40 years with Charles Russell Speechlys, I have decided to retire as a 

partner on 30 April 2018. 

I have been fortunate to have met and worked with many great clients and 

colleagues over the years, so the decision to retire has not been an easy 

one. However, I know I am leaving the Pharmacy practice in excellent hands, with 

Noel Wardle leading an immensely knowledgeable and experienced regulatory 

team, and Tim Jenkins continuing to head up our transactional practice. They and 

our other colleagues will continue to provide our unique combination of 

specialisation and high level of client service. Although I am retiring as a partner, I 

will become a consultant with the firm (though not dealing with client work). As a 

consultant, I will continue to edit the Pharmacy Brief, and I will remain involved in 

community pharmacy through non-executive roles I have taken up in the sector 

and as Chair of the Pharmacy Law & Ethics Association; so I hope our paths will 

continue to cross. 

David Reissner 
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